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This article is about the book. For the event, see The Battle of the Labyrinth (event). Original cover New cover Reprint cover 361 (Hardcover) 400 (Paperback)342 (reprint) This article is written from a real-world perspective. The Battle of the Labyrinth is the fourth book in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series written by Rick Riordan. The story tells of Annabeth Chase as
she leads her friends in a search to find the inventor of the infamous Labyrinth when they discover her role in a dark plot against the camp by Kronos' army. Plot orientation The book begins with Percy Jackson going to a freshman orientation class at Goode High School, a school where Paul Blofis, his mother's boyfriend, teaches. While there, he meets Rachel Elizabeth Dare, a
clear mortal he previously met at Hoover Dam in The Titan's Curse. During orientation, Rachel suddenly escapes to the gym. Percy follows her, and she tells him that something is wrong with the two cheerleaders they present, Tammi and Kelli. The people in question enter the gym where they reveal themselves as empousai. Percy kills Tammi, but Kelli disappears into a barrage
of fire. Unfortunately, Paul Blofis and a few other mortals see the incident forcing Percy and Rachel to flee through a broken window. They both run outside where Annabeth is waiting. Rachel leaves Percy, telling him to explain everything when he has time. Then, Percy, along with Annabeth, make their way to the camp. Arriving at camp After reaching the camp, Annabeth decides
to go and talk to Clarisse La Rue about something secret, leaving Percy to roam the camp alone. He stops at the arena and sees a huge infernal hound, Mrs. O'Leary. He tries to kill her, but is soon stopped by Quintus, the new swordmaster, who reveals that Mrs. O'Leary is her pet. Chiron interrupts their conversation and takes Percy to Grover Underwood. He leads them to a
clearing where the Cloistered Council of Elders is held and leaves him next to Annabeth, Clarisse and a weeping nymph, Juniper, who turns out to be Grover's girlfriend. Mrs. O'Leary. The council decides that Grover has only a week to find Pan, the lost God of the Savage. Otherwise, your seeker's license will be forfeited. The meeting ends and Percy rushes to clean up his cabin
for cabin inspection. As soon as he reaches the poseidon cabin, he sees his half-brother, Tyson, clean up. Tyson hugs him and shows him the sheltered shield that tyson broke last winter during the manticore fight. Later that night, Percy has trouble sleeping. He realizes that the room shines with a faint light coming from the saltwater fountain which his father had given him last
winter. Around it is a rainbow-colored light, clearly an Iris message. He deposits a drachma in the mist, and shines until the figure of Nico di Angelo becomes clear. Nico is conversing with a asking if there is a way to bring Angelo's White back to life. The ghost replies that it is possible, but only if an exchange takes place - a soul for a soul. The vision fades before Percy has time to
put on another drachma. In his mind, he has a chilling thought that Nico would come looking for him. The next morning, in a camp game designed by Quinto, Annabeth and Percy are attacked by three giant scorpions. They try to find a place to hide and squeeze between two boulders. They note that it must be the entrance to a tunnel. When they emerge from the entrance, it is
revealed that they have actually discovered an entrance to the Labyrinth, a magical underground labyrinth, under zeus' fist in the heart of the camp. Annabeth explains that this is the center of clarisse's secret mission during the Curse of the Titan - finding an entrance to the Labyrinth. He also explains that Luke Castellan may be planning to use it as a way of invasion. File:60px-
PercyCartoon.jpg Percy Jackson, one of the mission members. In the Labyrinth Annabeth conducts a search with Percy, Grover, and Tyson to find Daedalus, the creator of the maze. As soon as the group enters the maze, it confuses them, moving its walls, narrowing its passages and closing exits and entrances. They turn it into a Roman-style room where they find the lesser god
Janus. He offers Annabeth a key to one of the doors behind him. It forces her to make her choice when rescued by the Queen of Olympus, Era. She tells them that she only delayed Annabeth's choice, and adds that the real reason for her visit was to offer them a wish. Annabeth wants a way to navigate the Labyrinth. Hera replies that she wants something she's already been
given before she disappears. They leave the room and end up inside Alcatraz, where they manage to save an ancient Cento-Handed One, Briares, from Kampê. The group tries to convince Briares to join them, but the Cento-Handed One has been so discouraged by the many years of captivity that he refuses. The group can only leave it as they move deeper into the maze. While
in the Labyrinth, Percy continues to dream of Daedalus - how the old inventor's son, Icarus, dies, and how he indirectly kills his nephew Perdix. The Triple G Ranch The four meet Nico di Angelo at Triple G Ranch. Percy makes a deal with Geryon to let Percy and his friends (including Nico) go if Percy cleans the stables of the man-eating horses. Percy returns successfully, only to
find all his friends tied up and gagged. Geryon reminds Percy that he did not swear on the River Styx, so the deal is null and void. Percy defeats Geryon by firing an arrow - led by Hera - sideways through his body, and striking his three hearts. Nico refuses to leave with and evoke the ghost of Angelo's Bianca, where it is revealed had sent Percy Iris messages of Nico's plans.
Bianca asks Nico to forgive Percy because his death was not his fault. He gives a final word of warning about the fatal defect of Hades' children (with a grudge) before disappearing. Nico still refuses to leave with Percy and his friends, and Eurytion offers to let him stay for a while. At the Fortresses of Hephaestus Eurytion also offers to help them find Hephaestus, who will help
them find their way to Deedalus' laboratory, giving them a spider automate that will lead them to the god of forges. Once back in the Labyrinth, the quartet pairs with a Sphinx. Then they meet Hephaestus, who tells them that he will disclose everything they would like to know about Daedalus only if they find out who is invading his forges on Mount St. Helena and why. The four
begin to travel to the forges when Grover senses Pan's presence. The four separate. Percy continues the search with Annabeth while Tyson accompanies Grover. Percy and Annabeth discover who are the creatures that use hephaestus forges. While exploring the area, Percy is spotted by telekhines and forced to fight them. He tells Annabeth to get out of there and report to
Hephaestus. To Percy's surprise, Annabeth kisses him because she believes Percy may die. Outnumbered, Percy summons water from within himself to defeat the monsters, but the resulting explosion sends him firing into the air as he loses consciousness. Calypso When Percy arrives, he finds himself on the ghost island called Ogygia. Percy meets his resident, a girl named
Calypso, who is atlas' daughter, and a Titan. She feels an immediate attraction to her, and she, in turn, falls in love with him and offers him a choice: stay with her and become immortal or leave to help her friends. It gives Percy time to consider this. Hephaestus then visits them and privately explains to Percy what really happened on Mount St. Helena. He mentions that the energy
Percy had unleashed had actually caused an earthquake that could awaken Typhoon, and Percy's determination to return to the world falters. Hephaestus, however, gives Percy a clear hint of how to navigate the maze, and disappears into a column of fire. Percy makes his decision and decides to tell Calypso his choice at dawn. His decision to return does not surprise Calypso.
Before she leaves, she gives him a sprig of lilac to plant in Manhattan for her. She sends him back to camp giving him a magical raft to navigate, and as he travels the sea, he can't help but think it would always be his biggest what-if. Back in the Labyrinth Percy returns to camp only to find it empty. He approaches the amphitheater where it becomes apparent that his funerary
shroud is burned and everyone is present. See Annabeth is back and makes an appearance. Although Annabeth makes a scene, the whole camp seems to be relieved that he is alive. Percy tells Chiron and Annabeth his plan after discovering the suggestion hephaestus gave him, and soon, the two campers head into the mortal world to search for the only person they know who
could guide them through the Labyrinth: Rachel Elizabeth Dare. Rachel Dare. The trio return to the Labyrinth and go looking for both Daedalus' lab and Grover and Tyson. Rachel reveals how she can see the correct path as a faint brightness on the floor. They are suddenly captured by Luke's forces and taken to the arena of Antaeus, a son of both Poseidon and Gaia, where
Percy sees Luke and the rest of his forces. It becomes clear that Luke knows that the arena is part of the route and, to pass, provides entertainment to Antaeus in the form of gladiatorial fights. Because they share the same legacy through their father, Antaeus takes a special interest in Percy. Nakamura is given a turn to fight in the arena against another half-blood, Ethan
Nakamura. Although Percy clearly has the upper hand, he refuses to kill Ethan. This causes Antaeus to fight Percy himself in his anger. Through deception and ingenuity, Percy manages to kill Antaeus. Luke orders his forces to kill them, however Percy uses the Styrian ice whistle quinto had given him earlier and summons Mrs. O'Leary. The three, along with Ethan, escape but as
soon as they are away from the arena Ethan leaves them. The group soon reaches the Daedalus laboratory where they find Quinto, who turns out to be Daedalus. They converse with him only to find that even though he and the camp, he has already decided to help Luke as he had given the latter the magical object that could help the user navigate the maze - Ariadne's rope.
Their conversation is interrupted when Kelli empouses her, King Minos - Deedalus' greatest enemy and the ghost pretending to help Nico - and some of the other enemy forces arrive with Nico in tow. Daedalus, the trio, and Nico fight the monsters. Mrs. O'Leary appears and helps them. Daedalus tells the four to flee, and flee to the mortal world using his improved metal wings.
Rachel is able to quickly return him to the Labyrinth. They run into a tunnel that Percy discovers to be the entrance to the Titans' palace. Enter alone, fearing for the safety of others. Inside, he finds and opens a golden sarcophagus and is shocked to see that it is not Chronos, but it is Luca who is inside. Percy guesses that Kronos must have fused with Luke. He stays long enough
to see Ethan enter and swear allegiance to Kronos while some telekhines keep an eye on Kronos' scythe. Kronos wakes up and tries to escape from him, but Kronos stops time. Suddenly, Rachel throws a hairbrush over the Titan's face. Luke screams in in but Rono regains control as Nico summons a black stone wall, giving the four time to escape. File:Pan2.jpg Pan, the Lost
God. The Lost God After their flight, Percy and Annabeth discuss Luke. Percy tells her that Luke has become completely evil, but Annabeth refuses to believe it as he saw that it was Luke who shouted when Rachel hit him with the hairbrush. Percy goes to talk to Rachel, but is stunned when he sees Grover's cap lying on the ground. The cap is located near the entrance to a
tunnel, and the four push further. There, they find Tyson and an unconscious Grover. They manage to wake Grover up, and together, the six finally enter Pan's last resting place, Carlsbad Caverns under New Mexico. The god asks Grover to spread the word that Pan is truly dead, as his domain is too damaged to be saved. Although Grover initially refuses, he eventually
surrenders. Pan addresses each of them individually with the exception of Nico. Pan eventually dissolves, and a small curl of white mist enters the six, with Grover becoming a little more than the others. They come out of the Labyrinth and Rachel tells Percy that her father is a very wealthy land developer who explains why she was able to quickly get them back into the Labyrinth,
and why she felt guilty about Pan's death. Percy reassures her that it's not her fault. Soon, the three campers and Nico fly on pegasi back to the camp. Return to camp The four go back in time to see the camp prepare for war. Percy and Chiron are able to speak for a while before Kronos' army explodes from the Labyrinth. Campers, along with satyrs, nymphs, and Chiron, do their
best to keep enemy forces out. Daedalus, Mrs. O'Leary, and Briares appear, and it seems that the camp can be saved, but Kampê suddenly bursts out of the Labyrinth. The odds are stacked against the camp when Grover triggers panic, a gift from Pan, and enemy forces climb toward the Labyrinth. The demigods know that monsters will soon return, and begin to reorganize.
Daedalus makes his choice to end his life, and then the Labyrinth, so that the camp is saved. Before she died, she gives Annabeth an elegant silver laptop that contains all the ideas and notes that never had a chance to continue. Nico releases it, the Labyrinth is destroyed, and the field is saved. Nico di Angelo. Later, after dinner, Percy captures Nico just as Nico is about to leave.
Nico apologizes for being such a brats with Percy, and Percy forgives him. Percy offers Nico a place in the camp, but Nico refuses, saying that he could not be accepted anywhere, but with the dead. Percy lets him go because he knows Nico has to his way. Towards the end of the summer, Percy causes Annabeth to reveal the rest of her prophecy. Hera appears suddenly, and
both offend her by observing that though she is the family, only cares about perfect families. Hera replies that she will remember this insult and disappears. Percy returns home to celebrate his 15th birthday with his mother, Paul and Tyson. Poseidon arrives for Percy's birthday, and Percy explains everything to him. Poseidon tells Percy that he is his favorite son and gives him a
dollar of sand before leaving. Nico suddenly appears, claiming to have found a way to defeat Lyrono. Percy notices how wistfully Nico looks at birthday food and invites him inside for both food and a speech. Prophecy The prophecy of this book is given to Annabeth Chase: You delve into the darkness of the infinite labyrinth, the dead, the traitor, and the lost one rise. It will raise
you or fall at the hands of the ghost king, the son of Athena's final position. Destroy with a hero's last breath, and lose love to the worse of death. Unveiling the Prophecy Annabeth and her group go into the Labyrinth. Nico lifts the dead, Ethan Nakamura joins Kronos after Percy saves his life, and Grover manages to find Pan. Nico calls himself Ghost King during the battle in
Daedalus' workshop, and chooses to save the lives of Percy and Annabeth. Daedalus' makes a decision which side to stand on. Daedalus is willing to die from the destruction of the Labyrinth (both connected to each other). Luke gives his body as a guest for Rono. List of chapters I Battle of the Cheerleading Team The underworld send me a joking call that we play Tags with
scorpions Annabeth violates the rules Nico buys happy meals for the dead Let's meet the God with two faces Tyson leads a jailbreak We visit the Demon Dude Ranch I Scoop Poop Let's play the game show of death I set myself on fire I take a permanent vacation Let's take a new guide that my brother duels me to death that Steal some slightly used wings I open a coffin The Lost
God Speaks Grover causes an escape The Council gets Cloven My Birthday Party Takes a Dark Turn Characters Main Characters Percy Jackson - Main protagonist (Son of Poseidon), helps Annabeth in her quest in the maze. Percy also receives Mrs. O'Leary, the infernal hound at the end of the book. Annabeth Chase - Daughter of Athena. Annabeth receives the research from
the Oracle and becomes the owner of all of Daedalus' inventions and one of his silver laptops at the end of the book. Annabeth, the demigod who led the search. Rachel Elizabeth Dare - A mortal who can see through the Mist. She's also friends with Percy. Grover Underwood - A satyr, and also Percy's best friend. He hates underground places. Become a Lord of Wild and a
Chosen One of Pan. Grover also receives Pan's cry after his death, which he uses to scare Luke and his army. Juniper - Nymph of trees. In addition, the girl of Tyson - A friendly cyclops who is Percy's half-brother. Daedelus - Son of Athena, inventor and creator of the Labyrinth. In the he turns out to be Quintus and suicids himself to stop Luke and his army in the Labyrinth
because the Labyrinth is tied to his life force. Nico di Angelo - Son of Hades and brother of Bianca di Angelo. In the last book he blamed Percy for his sister's death, but forgave Percy while in the Labyrinth. Luke Castellan - Son of Hermes. He becomes Rono's guest at the end of the book. Kronos - Rises at the end of the book, possessing Luke. Of Hera Hephaestus Pan Dionysus
Poseidon Monsters Other Dead Tammi - Stabbed by Percy. Geryon - Killed by Percy in a duel using a bow and arrow. Antaeus - Stabbed by Percy when he wasn't touching the ground. Pan - Faded due to serious damage to its territory. Kelli - Stabbed by Annabeth. Lee Fletcher - Son of Apollo, killed by a giant's club. Castor - Son of Dionysus/ Mr. D, killed by half an enemy blood.
Daedalus - He did 'liberate' his spirit to Nico. His death means the destruction of the Labyrinth. Gallery British Cover of The Battle of the Labyrinth Korean Cover for The Battle of the Labyrinth Part 1 Korean Cover for The Battle of the Labyrinth Part 2 Trivia When Percy returns to Camp Half-Blood from Ogygia, he sees the field in the middle of a funeral for him. This could be a
reference to the scene in Mark Twain's The Adventures of Tom Sawyer where Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn and Joe Harper return to town to find everything at their funeral. Funeral.
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